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ABSTRACT 
A necessary condition tor Johnson's lower bound for the smallest singular value to 
hold with equality is derived. In addition, the notions of (i) inverse radial matrix, and 
also (ii) unitary similarity transformation to a maximally diagonally dominant matrix, 
are discussed. 
JOHNSON'S BOUND 
We start by stating Johnson's lower bound for the smallest singular value 
of a matrix. Given a matrix A~C n×" with elements alj, l<<.i,]<<.n. 
Denote by Rk(A ) [Ck(A)] the sum of the absolute values of the off diagonal 
dements of the kth row [column] of A, i.e. for 1 ~< k ~< n 
Rk(A)A ~ [ak,l, Ck(A)A ~ la,kl • 
jffil iffit 
1~ k i~k  
A matrix for which Vk, 1 ~< k ~< n, both lakkl >1 Rk(A) and lakkl >/Ck(A) is 
said to be weakly diagonally dominant. Next, we define 
Rk(A)+ C (a) 
ak(A ) A lakkl-- 2 , a(A) A min ak(A ). 
l<~k<~n 
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We shall order, hereafter, the singular values of a matrix by o1(. ) >/02(. ) >/ 
• • • >~ On(" ). Using this notation, Johnson's bound is the following: 
THEOREM [1]. Given a matrix A ~ C n×n, ira(A) >1 0 then 
on(A ) >1 a(A). (1) 
In [1], it was also shown that this bound is superior to those given in [2] 
and [3]: It is tighter, and it is applicable to a larger class of matrices. 
In this note, a necessary condition for Johnson's bound [1], to hold with 
equality is derived. In addition, the notions of: (i) inverse radial matrix [4], 
and also (ii) unitary similarity transformation to a maximally diagonally 
dominant matrix, are discussed. 
NECESSARY CONDITION FOR JOHNSON'S BOUND TO HOLD 
WITH EQUALITY 
We order the eigenvalues of a matrix so that I~1( .)1 >/I)~z(')[ >/ "'" >/ 
I~,.(')1- Recall that a matrix for which I~,1(')1 = o1(-) is said to be radial [4]. 
Following this notation, we call a matrix for which I~n(.)l = on(') inverse 
radial. Such matrices play an important role in the study of stability robust- 
ness of linear dynamical systems (e.g. [5]). Every singular matrix is, of course, 
inverse radial. The following Lemma 1 provides us with a characterization f 
inverse radial matrices. 
LvMraA 1. Given a matrix M~C nxn with eigenvalues )~k(M) and l, 
1 <~ l <~ n, such that 
IXl(M)I>~ "-->~IXn_,(M)I>IX n t+l(M)l . . . . .  I~n(M)l. (2) 
Then M is inverse radial i f  and only i f  there exists a unitary matrix U ~ C nXn 
such that 
U*MU=[ 1(/I0 AtO]' 
where A t ~= diag{)~n_t+l(M ) . . . . .  )kn(M)) , On_l(z~l) >~ on(M), ~1 
C (n-l)×(n-l), and (.)* denotes the complex conjugate transpose of (.). 
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Proof. First, we show that ff M is unitarily similar to the given block 
diagonal form, then M is inverse radial. For n = l the matrix M is normal 
and hence inverse radial. Now, if n > l, note that for every two matrices 
X ~ C t×t, Y ~ C (n-l)×(n-l), we have an(X~Y ) = min[at(X), a._t(Y)],  where 
at(X)  and a n_ t( Y ) are the smallest singular values of the respective matrices. 
Taking X = A t and Y = M establishes this part of the claim. 
In order to show that if M is inverse radial, then it is unitarily similar to 
the given form, we assume first that M is a nonsingular matrix. Then, the 
assumption that M is inverse radial implies that al(M 1)=a.  I (M)= 
I~,~I(M)I = IXa(M-1)l . Hence, M -1 is a radial matrix, and due to [4], the 
claim is established for nonsingular matrices. 
Now, if M is singular, so that in (2) we have I~,_t(M) l  > IXn_I+I(M)I = 
. . . .  I~,,(M)I = 0, we can define a new matrix N e C "x" as follows: N =~ 
M + ~a,_t(M)I.  Consequently, Vk, n - l + 1 ~< k ~< n, 
ok(N)=Xk(N) .  
Since N is nonsingular, it is unitarily similar to the desired block diagonal 
form. Consequently, M is also unitarily similar to the same form. • 
Let us define now, for a given matrix A ~ C n ×n with nonzero elements 
on the main diagonal, the following associated matrix 2{: 
(a~l  a~ * ) ann 
,~ ~ Adiag II'au" la~zl . . . . .  lannl " 
Note that a (A)  = a(A)  and that Vk, 1 ~< k ~< n, ak(A ) = ok(A ). If, in 
addition, a (A)>/0 ,  Gershgorin's theorem (e.g. [6, p. 346]) implies that Vk, 
1 ~< k ~< n, Re Xk(A ) >~ 0. The following lemma provides us with a necessary 
condition for Johnson's bound to hold with equality. 
LEMMA2. Given a matrix A ~ C n × n fo~ which an(A) = a( A ), then 
On(Z~t)=~kn(Z~i). 
Proof. Note that the lemma implies that ~kn(2~ ) is real nonnegative. 
First, we need the following notation: B ~= A-  a(A)I. Then we have that 
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V k, l <~ k <~ n, 
o~(A) = Xk( BB*+ a(/~)[B + B*] + a2(fi)I ). (3) 
Clearly, BB* is a positive semidefinite matrix. Next, from the previous 
definitions we have that Vk, 1 ~ k ~ n, 
Rk(A ) + Ck(A) ) 
bkk >~ lakkl- ak(A) = lakkl- lakkl- 2 
Rk(A)+Ck(A) Rk(B)+Ck(B) Rk(B)+ Rk(B*) 
2 2 2 
Consequently, the matrix B + B*, in addition to being Hermitian, is weakly 
diagonally dominant, with nonnegative entries on the main diagonal. Hence, 
this matrix is positive semidefinite as well. 
Next, recall that due to Weyl's theorem (e.g. [6, p. 181]), for two positive 
semidefinite matrices P1 ~ C "×", P2 ~ C n × n, 
~kn(el--[- P2) = )kn(el) ~ •n(e2) =0. (4) 
Now, taking k=n in (3), together with P l=a2(A)  I, P2=BB*+ 
a(.4)[B + B*] in (4), and using the fact that the bound holds with equality, it 
follows that 
~kn { SS* .+ ol(z~ ) [ S -+- S*]) =0. (5) 
Now, since both matrices, BB* and a(/~)[B + B*] are positive semidefinite, 
(5) is equivalent to the fact that )t,(B) = %(B) = 0. Consequently, from the 
definition of the matrix B we have that 
x . (3 , )  = 
Finally, since always a(/~) = a(A) and %(A)^= %(A), and due to the 
assumption also %(A)= a(A), it follows that A is inverse radial, and the 
proof is established. • 
COMMENTS. 
(a) If Johnson's bound holds with equality for a matrix A, then although 
the associated A is inverse radial, the matrix A itself is not necessarily so. 
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Consider, for example, the following matrix: 
4] 
3 4 i  ' 
which has o2(A) = a(A)  = 1, but )t 2(A) = 3. Hence, we have that 
o , , (A )=a(A)  :~ o.(A)=IX.(A) I. 
(b) Note that the converse of Lemma 2 is not necessarily true. Given the 
following matrix: 
[32  i] A= 0 2 0 0 - 
where ol(A ) = 6, a2(A ) = oa(A ) = 1. Clearly, A and /( are inverse radial, 
but a (A)  < 0. Furthermore, even if we go over all possible unitary similarity 
transformation, the maximal value of a(U*AU) we can get is 0.55 where 
U*AU = 
-4  +~ 0] 
- f6  +3 0 • 
0 0 1 
The reason we confine ourselves to unitary transformation is that it preserves 
both eigenvalues and singular values. 
UNITARY SIMILARITY TRANSFORMATION 
FOR MAXIMAL DIAGONAL DOMINANCE 
Motivated by comment (b), we call a matrix A~C nxn for which 
Johnson's bound holds with equality a maximally diagonally dominant 
matrix. 
If A is not maximally diagonally dominant, we ask whether it can be 
made to be such by a unitary similarity transformation. Let us introduce the 
following notation: 
.,~¢ ~ ( B IB=U*AU,  U*U= I ). 
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A is said to be unitarily similar to a maximally diagonally dominant matrix 
(USMDD) if and only if there exists a matrix A o E ~ '  such that e,(Ao)= 
a( Ao). 
Note that if such a matrix A 0 exists, all matrices similar to it by a 
diagonal unitary transformation are also maximal diagonal dominant. Hence, 
for a given matrix A the corresponding matrices A 0 and U o are not unique. 
With this motivation let us state the following open problem for A ~ C n × n: 
Characterize all matrices A such that A is unitarily similar to a maximally 
diagonally dominant one, A 0, and for each such A, find the corresponding 
unitary transformation U o. 
For n = 2 the following proposition answers the problem presented 
above. First, we introduce some notation. Let X I(A) = ~,i e i;~, X 2(A) = 72e i~, 
with 71,~'2>~0 and 0~<~i,~2<2¢r, be the eigenvalues of A~C 2×z. We 
denote by M the following set: 
M&{A~C2×Zly i=72 and/or  ~i=~z}. 
We also denote by N the set of 2 by 2 normal matrices. Note that the 
intersection of N and M is not empty. 
PROPOSITION. A matrix A ~ C 2×2 is unitarily similar to a maximally 
diagonally dominant matrix (USMDD ) i f  and only if  
A~MUN,  
where u denotes the union of sets. 
Proof. Since a matrix is normal if and only if it is unitarily similar to a 
diagonal matrix (e.g. [6, p. 101]), we shall consider only the set M in the 
proof. First, we show that if the matrix A is USMDD and A ~ N, then 
A~M.  
Using Lemmas 1 and 2, the assumption that A is USMDD implies that 
*o  is a diagonal matrix. Hence, A is a normal matrix. Using the fact that 
^ ^ ^ ^ 
A*A = AA* results in for some a, b, d > 0 and 0 ~< o~, ~, ~ < 2~r such that 
A0:e, [o; ' 
Now, this form implies that  Ao is Hermitian. Since it is also (at least 
weakly) diagonally dominant, A o is a positive semidefinite matrix. Conse- 
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quently, for k = 1,2, ok(A ) = hk(_4). Using the last equality, together with 
the assmnption that A is USMDD and the definition of a(-), yields for some 
a >~ b > 0 and 0..< #,/~, ~ < 2¢r, 
Ao=ei~,[ ae ia be in ] 
[be-in ae-lO • 
(6) 
Finally, direct calculation for (6) reveals hl .2(Ao)=ei¢[acost~+ 
(b ~ - a 2 sinZ/~)l/9]. Consequently, either "Yl = "/2 = ( a2 - b2) 1/z and/or  ~1 = 
~2 = ~b; hence A ~ M, so one direction of the proof is established. 
Next, we show that if A ~ M then A is USMDD. We start by showing 
that ff A ~ M, then A is unitarily similar to A 0 in (6). 
Using the Schur triangular form, we can take A, without loss of general- 
ity, to be an upper triangular matrix. Then, ff 71 = 72 = ( f2  + g2)1/2 for some 
f ,  g ~ R, 0 ~< ff < 2vr, 0 ~< h, we have that for the two matrices 
h], I -'c *1 f -  ig U° = s - ie ' 
where 
[ (492+hz) l /2+2g]  1/z a [ (4g2+h2) l /Z -2g]  W2 
C = 8= 
v~(4g 2 + h2) 1/4 ' ¢~(4gZ + h2) 1/" 
taking A o = Uo*AU o results in A 0 as in (6). 
Now, if ~1 = ~ = ~, for some 0 ~< ~b < 2vr and 0 ~< l, m, h, we have that 
for the two matrices 
1 i  /1], A =e,¢[ /  h ] ,  Uo = ~_  [ 1 
taking A o = Uo*AU o results in A o as in (6). 
Finally, direct calculation for A o in (6) reveals that a2(~,o)= a -  b & 
a(Ao), and hence A is USMDD, so the proof is established. • 
Note that the Proposition implies that for a nonnormal real matrix 
A ~ R 2x2, A is USMDD if and only if det(A) >~ 0. 
This note is concluded with the following example revealing that a 
generalization of the proposition may not be trivial. Consider the following 
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matrix: 
304 i  4 0]  
A= 3 -4 i  0 • 
0 -1  
Since o3(A) = a(A)  = 1, this matrix is maximally diagonally dominant, but as 
I(A) = ~ 2(A) = 3, ~ 3(A) = - 1, A is not normal, and its eigenvalues are 
equal neither in magnitude nor in angle, so that the Proposition does not hold 
for it. 
The author wishes to thank Professor C. R. Johnson, whose fruitful 
discussions initiated this work. 
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